BON EXPANDS LINE OF ROOFING TOOLS

(GIBSONIA, PA, USA) – Bon has expanded its line of roofing tools with recent additions of Silicone Seam Rollers, Magnetic Sweeper, Shingle Rippers and accessories. The selection of available roofing tools has continued to grow to meet the demands of the trade.

The 4” Silicone Seam Roller is manufactured with a comfortable non-slip ergonomic grip. It is perfect for work in tight areas or when more pressure is required. Two models are available: one with a built-in testing probe; the other with a female threaded handle end to add longer handles for times when more reach and less pressure is required.

Bon’s roofing line also includes a premier, all-steel Shingle Remover with a heavy-duty serrated foot plate and comfortable ergonomic design. For cleaning up sharp roofing nails on the worksite Bon’s Rolling Magnetic Sweeper with 7” diameter wheels or smaller Hand Held Magnetic Pick Up tool is a must. Both tools are equipped with powerful magnets and offer quick release design.

A Core Cutter that extracts cores up to 7” deep is now available. The cutter features precision machined teeth and space-saving, removable handles that can be stored inside the tool.

Currently Bon has over 150 SKU’s specific for roofing work, in addition to many other general construction trade tools that are used by roofing contractors.

About Bon Tool Co:
Bon Tool Co., a leading manufacturer of construction tools and equipment in the United States, has been manufacturing construction tools for professionals since 1958. For more information contact our sales department at 800-444-7060 or visit the website at bontool.com.
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